ID Logistics rolls out a-SIS VIEW for Nespresso, the new 3D
hypervision solution developed by a-SIS

Cavaillon, 30 March 2015 – ID Logistics has implemented a-SIS VIEW at the very first warehouse to be
equipped with this 3D hypervision solution. a-SIS VIEW is developed by a-SIS, a provider of software solutions
and the IT subsidiary of the Legris Industries group’s Savoye division. Nespresso is the first to benefit from this
solution rolled out by ID Logistics.
Innovation–a constant point of emphasis for ID Logistics achieved through collaboration
Long-time partners ID Logistics and a-SIS decided to deploy this breakthrough solution that ushers in a new
generation of connected logistics sites, delivering a major step forward in the supervision of supply chain
activities. This project fits perfectly with Nespresso’s strategy to harness logistics services in pursuit of
operational excellence.
Commenting on this groundbreaking solution, Ludovic Lamaud, Executive Vice President, Development and
Innovation, said: “At ID Logistics, innovation has been an integral part of what we do ever since the business
was founded. As part of the quest to find innovative solutions for our customers, every year we develop more
than 15 projects out of around 50 in our portfolio, while continuing to foster a collaborative approach with
partners in our innovation ecosystem. Forging link-ups and partnerships helps us to combine our respective
expertise to develop pertinent and pioneering solutions for the benefit of our customers.”
a-SIS VIEW, a unique hypervision solution designed for the logistics arena
The innovative a-SIS VIEW tool displays every item in the connected warehouse. It holds all the data centrally
and can display all activities in 3D, allowing it to supervise the entire logistics environment. It is also able to
interact with systems and can launch automated devices or assign tasks to operators. It is equipped with
several features that transform and facilitate site management to achieve optimum responsiveness:
 3D and real-time display of logistics operations performed at the warehouse;
 Identification and immediate correction of any issues encountered;
 Detailed analysis of the service with the option of replaying sequences of activities from the most
useful angle;
 3D modelling to introduce the best improvements.

Geofencing is already included in the solution: operators, carts or any mobile item are geotagged for 3D
display. New features are also being tested, such as shock prediction, geo-guiding and alert management.
Commenting on this disruptive tool, Dominique Testa, Chief Executive Officer of a-SIS, said: “This project
carried out jointly with ID Logistics represents a genuine breakthroughin logistics management at automated

warehouses.This helps to take logistics operations up to an industrial level, while maintaining the requisite
flexibility. It is also a project geared towards protecting the safety of our people and materials.”
Nespresso, first to benefit from this differentiating and groundbreaking logistics system
The ID Logistics-operated warehouse, which is fully dedicated to Nespresso’s logistics, is piloting this new
solution. The initial findings show that a-SIS VIEW facilitates site management and delivers significant
improvements in both the responsiveness and agility of logistics operations. By helping to model all the site’s
elements, this innovative solution will also help to plan ahead for future changes so that the logistics
environment can be optimised for the benefit of B2C customers and Nespresso stores.
Martine Varieras, Director of Operations at Nespresso France, added: “We have always been firm believers
that the quality of our service should match that of our products. To guarantee a unique experience for our
Club members and continually adapt to the changes in our multi-channel environment, we need to be more
flexible, more agile and more effective. And so we are delighted to be taking part in a project as innovative as
this one, with our partner ID Logistics. It is part of our continuous improvement programme encompassing the
entire scope of our activities, including the supply chain.”

ABOUT ID LOGISTICS
ID Logistics is an international contract logistics group, with revenue of €874.5 million in 2014. ID Logistics
operates close to 200 sites across 14 countries, representing 3.6 million m² of warehousing facilities in Europe,
Latin America, Asia and Africa, and has 13,000 employees. With a client portfolio balanced between the
distribution, industry, retail order fulfilment and e-commerce sectors, ID Logistics delivers high-tech solutions
and is firmly committed to sustainable development. ID Logistics is listed in Compartment B of Euronext’s
regulated market in Paris (ISIN Code: FR0010929125). The Group is managed by Eric Hémar.
ABOUT NESTLE NESPRESSO SA
Nestlé Nespresso SA is the pioneer and reference for highest-quality portioned premium coffee.
Headquartered in Lausanne, Switzerland, Nespresso operates in 62 countries and has more than 10,500
employees. In 2014, it operated a global retail network of over 400 exclusive boutiques. For more information,
visit the Nestlé Nespresso corporate website: www.nestle-nespresso.com
ABOUT a-SIS
Savoye division - Groupe Legris Industries – Engineering-integrator implements global logistics solutions, in any
supply chain context. For this purpose, the Division relies on synergies and famous expertise of strong brands,
recognized in France and abroad:
• a-SIS, editor of Logistics Manager Suite, comprehensive suite of APS / OMS, WMS / WCS, TMS for Supply
chain,
• Savoye, designer and manufacturer of automated systems for light or heavy loads (order picking, high-bay
storage, packing machines, goods-to-person systems),
• Prodex, manufacturer of live storage equipment,
• Retrotech (USA), engineering company specialist in automated material handling modernization.
Savoye division - 105 million Euros revenue 2014, with 11% growth, implements global solutions throughout
more than 40 countries and employs 600 people in Europe, Middle East & Africa, Russia and in the United
States. For more information: www.a-sis.com, www.savoye.com
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